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This workbook complements Pandemic Busters, a life-saving handbook of simple home

remedies everyone should be aware of in light of the spread of infectious diseases in our world

today (including COVID-19). This workbook divides the 22 chapters from Pandemic Busters

into 12 sessions. Each session assigns 1-3 chapters from Pandemic Busters, and includes:A

summary of what will be learned from the chapters in the Pandemic Busters book (does not

take the place of the book)Two essays with additional, bonus information relevant to the

chapters coveredInsightful multiple choice, matching, and true or false questionsA valuable self-

assessment quizA summarized action plan for the sessionPlenty of room for personal

notesMany health educators and others have studied Pandemic Busters in small groups or

utilized it as a textbook for classes already. This handy workbook will be an invaluable guide

not only in a group setting, but for self-study as well.

About the AuthorMy name is Taco Fleur, and I'm a Russian Girevoy Sport Institute Kettlebell

Coach, IKFF Certified Kettlebell Trainer, Kettlebell Level 1 + 2 Trainer, Kettlebell Science and

Application, HardstyleFit Kettlebell Level 1 Instructor, CrossFit Level 1 Trainer, CrossFit Judges

Certificate, CrossFit Programming Certificate, MMA Conditioning Level 1, MMA Fitness Level 1

+ 2, Punchfit Trainer and Plyometrics Trainer Certified, with a purple belt in Brazilian Jiu Jitsu.

Owner of Cavemantraining, author of over 10 kettlebell books, courses, and certifications.

Author on BoxRox and featured in 4 issues of the Iron Man magazine. I have owned and set-up

3 functional kettlebell gyms in Australia and Vietnam, and lived in the Netherlands, Australia,

Vietnam, and Thailand. I'm currently living in Italy where we will spend some time and then

move on to Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, and so on. If you're going to be in Italy La

Spezia area this year come and look me up for a workout!Some of my personal bests are 400

burpees performed within one hour; 500 kettlebell snatches, 500 swings, and 500 double-

unders completed in one session; 250 alternating dead clean and presses in one session with

20kg; 200 pull-ups in one session; 200 unbroken kettlebell swings with a 28kg; most kettlebell

swings completed in one session with a 28kg (1,501); most total kettlebell swings done in 28

days with a 28kg (11,111); windmill with a 40kg kettlebell; lugged a kettlebell up a 3,479m

mountain; 160kg dead lift; 100 snatches on sand with a 24kg kettlebell; 85kg Olympic Squat

Snatch; 300 unbroken clean and jerk with 20kg kettlebell; 10 minute unbroken clean and jerk

79 reps with 2 x 16kg kettlebells; 1 hour unbroken clean and jerk with 16kg; 532 unbroken

snatches and achieved rank 2 in kettlebell sport. I mention these PBs not to boast but to

demonstrate that I have a good understanding of technique and movement across different

areas. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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SESSION 1 Dear Reader: W hen deadly pandemics (such as the Spanish Flu of 1918 and,

more recently, COVID-19) strike the world, many people feel helpless against them.

Masks, vaccinations, social distancing, quarantining, and more have all been tried with varying

degrees of success. Yet infectious diseases march on – often with tragic results. This most

recent “cauldron of contagion” has led many to ask, “what can I do to improve my own chances

when a virus threatens the world?” While we all recognize that: • Everyone’s personal health sc

enario isdifferent (e.g. some individuals, duetocertain risk factors, arealready more susceptible t

odisease), and • There arenoguarantees inthis life (e.g. someone maysuccessfully stave off infe

ctious disease, only tobehitbyatrain.) There is good news, and even reason for hope! While we

can’t control everything that might happen to us in this life, even a person who is already ill can

implement a series of changes that can potentially improve immune system function. Every day

of your life, certain choices you make have a deep impact on your body’s ability to fight off

disease. For those who are already stricken, even a positive outlook has been shown to be



beneficial. Many of the best immune-building strategies are forgotten – but tried-and-true –

remedies from decades gone by. Others are cutting edge, evidence-based treatments that are

receiving increasingly strong backing from scientific research. “But I’m vaccinated,” some say.

“That’s all I need.” Or, “I’ve got natural immunity, since I already fought my way through a bout

with the latest strain of infection.” The reality is that, in the face of mutating viruses, pathogens,

and newly emerging infectious diseases, more than one strategy is needed to ward off

impending health threats. Each of us needs all the weaponry we can muster in our immune-

boosting arsenal. Regardless of vaccination status, personal belief systems, or individual

health challenges, every person on this planet stands to benefit by implementing a series of

simple but powerful steps that can help build a stronger immune system. In our book Pandemic

Busters we outlined 22 simple and easy immune boosting strategies that anyone can do in

their home. That book was organized in a way meant to: • Show byexample that some simple re

medies have been successful incombating past pandemics (including theSpanish Flu), • Provid

e information speedily andinanorder that might beofthemost benefit tothe greatest number ofrea

ders, and, • End with some incredibly important information onhowfaith, hope, anoptimistic outlo

ok onlife, andyes–even laughter –candramatically improve immune system function. In

contrast, the Pandemic Busters Workbook is organized in a manner meant for a class

setting with Pandemic Busters as the textbook. The worksheets, charts, and illustrations are

designed to help readers with the practical side of applying things learned. It is our sincere

hope that this workbook will help you to implement the simple but powerful immune-boosting

strategies with the potential to have the most profound and positive impact on your personal

health. To your healthiest life, Eddie Ramirez, M.D. Cari Haus 1 
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SESSION 1 Chapter Assignments: 1:Study History – Or You May Be Deleted 2:Go to Bed –

Find the Healing Power of Sleep What You’ll Learn: At the end of this session, you will have a

better understanding of: Chapter 1: • Virus-stopping remedies that were more successful than

others in the face of the deadliest pandemic in modern times (the Spanish Flu of 1918) • Why



the mortality rates at some hospitals were much lower than others during that

modern pandemic • An introduction to the remedies that worked "back then" and why they

could still help today Chapter 2: • The critical relationship between sleep and immune system

function • The impact of disrupted work routines during the recent pandemic and circadian

rhythms (and why that matters to you) • The strong connection between sleep habits and

insomnia, depression, and other health challenges • Easy, simple-to-follow tips for improving

your sleep habits and, with them, the effectiveness of your immune system response to various

disease threats, including influenza, coronaviruses and their variants. Bonus Sections: • Why

the Spanish Flu Mattered • Joined at the “Sleep” (The Sleep-Immune System

Connection) Worksheets: • Multiple Choice (or Not!) • True – or Alternative Fact? • Mortality

Matching • Self-Rating Scale • Steps You Can Take • Action Plan • Other Points to

Remember 3 

SESSION 1 Bonus Section 1 Why the Spanish Flu Mattered J ust before breakfast on March 4

of 1918, Private Albert The demands of wartime had resulted in many doctors being Gitchell

reported to the United States Army Hospital in called into military service. The shortage of

nurses was even Fort Riley, Kansas with cold-like symptoms. By noon more severe. As they

were stretched to the limit, the available of that day, more than a hundred of Private Gitchell’s

medical staff began to fall ill themselves. As a result, patient fellow soldiers had experienced a

similar malady. The care rapidly deteriorated. 9To replenish the supply of doctors, fever,

headaches, and sore throats described by these military some states took creative — even

desperate — measures. The men as they streamed into the army hospital are now believed

timing of medical school graduations and exams was moved to be some of the first cases of

the highly-lethal “Spanish Flu” up, and some dentists were authorized to work as

physicians. 10 which ravaged much of the world that year. 1Attempts at therapy for flu victims

brought into the hospitals The deadliest pandemic in recent history, the Spanish Flu were

described as “exercises in futility.” In the standard infected at least a third of the world’s

population during its hospital setting, there were few effective treatments for

those rampage. 2Estimates of the total death toll, which originally infected. In an era lacking

effective vaccines or drugs, the stood at around 20 million people, are now considered to be

view of modern medicine was and still is that, in the case of ridiculously low by most

standards. As new historical records the Spanish Flu, there was little physicians could do for

their have come to light, the fatality count has ballooned to between patients. 11 50 and 100

million people. 3To put things in perspective, the While much of the record of the Spanish Flu

details its Spanish Flu killed more soldiers during World War I than horrors and high mortality

rates, together with the inability combat. 4of medicine to save the sick, there were hospitals

where the In contrast to the seasonal flu (which is more likely to take deadly virus was staved

off with truly amazing success. Many the elderly or infirm), the Spanish Flu was most lethal to

of the hospitals with the most effective treatment programs young people in their prime. Ninety-

nine percent of Spanish were known as sanitariums. With a protocol featuring lifestyle Flu

victims were 65 years old or younger; many were only changes and natural remedies, these

sanitariums experienced in their twenties and thirties. 5Some localities (such as the extremely

low mortality rates compared to the rest of the state of Alaska, where 50% of adult residents

died), were hit world. 12Most of these sanitariums were run by Seventh-day particularly

hard. 6Adventists (such as the famous Battle Creek Sanitarium, run At the peak of the

outbreak, more than 25% of patients in by Dr. John Harvey Kellogg). With their unique

perspective on one Philadelphia hospital died each night, many without seeing health, these



are the same people that today form the core a nurse or doctor. 7Morgues (some of which

were handling 10 of America’s Blue Zone™ region in Loma Linda, California. times their

normal capacity) were overflowing. Gravediggers, (Being in a Blue Zone™ means that, due to

healthy lifestyle who often themselves came down with the flu, couldn’t keep choices, they live

on average a decade longer than other up with the requests for burials. Coffins and morticians

were  Americans). 13 also in short supply. 8          4 

SESSION 1 Bonus Section 2 Joined at the Sleep I t seemed like a wonderful idea. Peter Tripp,

a top New York While You Are Sleeping... DJ in the 1950’s, would raise money for the March

of Dimes (a Much like a time-deprived parent, your body switches into children’s foundation)

by setting a new world record. His plan? high gear whenever it gets the chance. There’s a lot

of cleaning, To broadcast from inside a glass booth in Times Square for repairing, picking up,

and yes—even resting—to be done while 201 straight hours. During the Wake-a-thon, Tripp

would be you sleep. Many of those bodily “chores” contribute to not only a monitored by

medical personnel. The public would also be free to healthier you, but a stronger immune

system. The amount—and stop by. quality—of your sleep will greatly impact your ability not

only to At the start of Tripp’s time in the giant “fishbowl” he was fight off the latest virus, but to

ward off its evil sisters who may in jovial spirits. The good mood didn’t last for long, however.

bang on your door as well. By the third day, he was not only hallucinating, but cursing at

Researchers have found that certain bodily defenses "rev those nearby. Becoming convinced

that there were spiders up" while we sleep. 19For instance, the body makes more in his shoes,

Tripp took them off to check. Over the course cytokines at night. 20Whether you’re sick,

injured, or simply of the sleeplessness marathon (which he did complete) Tripp trying to fight

off an infection, this cytokine-related inflammatory progressed from hallucinations and paranoia

to full-blown response fortifies the body and helps it to heal. 21 psychosis. Scientists have also

found that sleeping strengthens the When it was all over, Tripp caught 13 hours of much-

needed “memory” of the immune system, helping it to better recognize— shut-eye, then

declared himself no worse for the wear. His family and ward off—pathogens. 22 and friends

weren’t so sure, however. They said Tripp was a The fact that your muscle and breathing

activity slow down changed man—and they appeared to be right. After the stunt, while you

sleep gives the body’s defenses more energy to Tripp began to think he was an imposter of

himself—an opinion perform the needed “maintenance.” 23Adequate nightly zzz’s he held for

quite some time. Not long after, he lost both his job help reduce the impact of allergic reactions,

and they can even and his marriage. After several failed attempts to re-establish help your

body to have a more efficient response himself as a radio personality, Tripp eventually

finished his to vaccines. 24, 25 Sleep also allows your body to produce more career as a

traveling salesman. He did remarry, but sadly, was melatonin, which in turn not only aids more

sleep, but works to also divorced three additional times. 14reduce inflammatory stress. 26 The

story of Peter Tripp is just one of many that emphasize the impact of sleep—or the lack thereof

—on the human body. All Consequences of Sleep Deprivation too often, well-meaning people

who miss sleep end up in difficult places. It’s a well-known fact that a number of famous

accidents Missing out on much-needed shut-eye results in a wide (such as Chernobyl and the

Exxon Valdez) were related to sleep range of health-damaging consequences for your body.

While deprivation. good sleep improves the immune system response, lack of 15 What isn’t as

well known is the highly important role sleep sleep has the exact opposite effect, making you

more vulnerable plays in boosting the immune system. More light has been shed to getting

sick. on this topic in recent years. As researchers have delved ever In addition to short-term



illnesses, researchers have more deeply into the science of sleep, the strong connection

connected poor sleeping habits with chronic illnesses such between getting enough zzz’s and

immune system function has as diabetes and heart disease. 27These diseases have

been become increasingly clear. 16linked, in turn, to a higher risk of contracting a severe case

of COVID-19. The Immune System Connection Individuals who get less than 6-7 hours of

sleep per night have also been shown to run a higher risk of infection. 28 As it turns out, your

immune system and sleeping patterns have a circular “cause and effect” relationship. When

you are The Good News About Sleep trying to fight off a “bug,” your immune response (such

as runny nose, headache, or a fever) may make it difficult for you to sleep. If you find yourself

lacking in this important immune-boosting On the other side of the coin, sleep difficulties such

as insomnia department of your life, “rest assured” that by taking some or sleep apnea lower

the immune system, making it more likely simple but positive steps, you can significantly

improve the that you will catch the bug in the first place. 17Should you fall ill, quality of your

sleep—and with it, your body’s defenses against lack of sleep can also lengthen your recovery

time. 18virus and pathogen threats. In order to have the best immune system response—

and ward off threats such as COVID-19—the body must be healthy “A good laugh and a

long enough to not only detect threats, but to fight against them. As is discussed in Pandemic

Busters, sleep is one of the most sleep are the best cures in the important tools to help the

body maintain that much-needed level of health. doctor’s book.” 5 

Worksheets SESSION 1 Multiple Choice (or Not!) After reviewing the chapter assignments,

circle the correct answer(s) for each of the questions below. (Note – some questions have

more than one right answer.) 1. Deadly pandemics have: 7. When you are asleep, your

body: a.Never happened before COVID-19 a.Increases interferon production b.Taken many

lives throughout the history of this b.Switches into high gear and “cleans

house” world c.Strengthens its immune system c.Sometimes tipped the balance of political

power d.All of the above. d.Only impacted one town at a time 8. A disruption in the body’s

circadian 2. The Spanish Flu of 1918: rhythm: a.Killed more soldiers than the war did during

World a.Impacts the regulation of every cell in the body War I b.Disrupts digestion, immune

response, and sleep b.Originated in Spain c.Both of the above c.Is known as the most lethal

pandemic in modern d.None of the above history d.Was most lethal to elderly people 9.

Results of lost sleep include: 3. During World War I, wounded soldiers a.Lower performance

and slower reaction time b.Better performance and faster reaction time treated in open air

hospitals had: c.Decreased immune system function a.Regular attacks of diarrhea d.Higher

risk of diabetes, heart disease, and obesity b.Higher mortality rates than those treated

indoors 10. People who get less than 7 hours of c.Lower mortality rates than those treated

indoors d.A high risk of hypothermia sleep per night: 4. Sanitariums mimicked the best features

a.Run a greater risk of infection b.Are more likely to die prematurely of open air hospitals

through the use of: c.Run a greater risk of depression a.High ceilings d.All the above b.Double

shifts for all doctors and nurses 11. Better sleep habits have been linked to: c.Fresh air and

good ventilation d.Large windows that let in sunlight a.Enhanced immune system

function b.Improved memory and longer attention span 5. Spanish Flu sufferers who were

moved c.Success in the political arena outside into the sunshine on nice days: d.Less stress

and a happier life a.Died very quickly 12 When you sleep, the two main phases of b.Added

sunburn to their list of maladies sleep (REM and non-REM) work together to: c.Often showed

remarkable improvement in as little as one day a.Speed the digestive process d.Hated every

minute of it b.Spark creativity by finding unrecognized links between facts 6. The sanitariums



(and seminary) that c.Increase personal coping skills treated Spanish Flu victims so successful

d.Create new bone marrow fed their patients: e.Ice cream at every meal f.The Weight

Watchers™ plan g.A simple plant-based diet h.Bacon and eggs for strength 6 

Worksheets SESSION 1 True – or Alternative Fact? Circle the correct True or False answer for

each of the statements below: Open air military hospitals were more successful at treating

the 1.True False Spanish Flu than their indoor counterparts. Good hydration (e.g. drinking lots

of water) was an important 2.part of the treatment regimen at the sanitariums that treated the

True False Spanish Flu so successfully. The body’s muscles and breathing activities slow down

while you 3.True False sleep, giving the body time to perform needed maintenance. The fact

that the “master clock” of the body (circadian rhythm) 4.goes “out of whack” has no real impact

on health or immune True False system function. Melatonin, which is created when the body

sleeps, helps to boost 5.True False the immune system by reducing inflammation in the

body. Stay-at-home orders and working from home have nothing to do 6.True False with

circadian rhythm. 7.The better you sleep, the stronger your immune system. True False 8.The

stronger your immune system, the better you sleep. True False 9.Insomnia and depression are

not related at all. True False 10.Only 10% of the world’s population have a sleep

disorder. True False Mortality Matching If you lived in 1918 and came down with the Spanish

Flu, your odds of a speedy demise varied greatly depending on where you were taken. Draw

lines to match the appropriate mortality rate to each of the medical treatment options

below: GENERAL HOSPITAL 1.3% SANITARIUM 6-7% OPEN AIR MILITARY

HOSPITAL 13-40% 7 

Worksheets SESSION 1 Self-Rating Scale INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the answer that fits you

best. When I feel like I might be coming Take cautious Keep an eye down with a “bug,” I

normally: Act quickly action on things Ignore it The amount of restful sleep 7+ hours 6 hours

5 hours Less than I usually get is: nightly nightly nightly 4 hours When trying to fight a virus,

Tuck myself Try to get Slow down a Blast straight I normally: into bed! extra

rest little ahead! I’ve used some type of heat or hydrotherapy to kills germs in the

past: Always Frequently Sometimes Never I go outside and breathe clean, fresh air: Once in

All the time Quite a bit a while Hardly ever The indoor areas where I spend the most time are

abundant in clean, Most of the fresh air: Always time Sometimes Not at all I get out and enjoy

the sunshine: Not as much Frequently as I should Sometimes Not! I drink plenty of pure, fresh

water: Most of the That's my Always time Sometimes Achilles heel! Swings Simple and

Simple most between good Rich and hard My usual diet is: easy to digest of the time and

bad digest 8 
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